Leading London towards 2030
London Councils’ proposals to the next Mayor of London
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The Next Four Years
In a few weeks London will hold its sixth Mayoral election. The winner will be the face of London as we
enter the third decade in which the city is governed by a strategic Mayor, 32 London boroughs and the City
of London Corporation. Through two decades of joint working we have learnt much about what combined
democratic city leadership can deliver for Londoners.
•
•

Mayors have delivered the congestion charge, the Olympics, and better air quality through the ultralow emission zone.
Boroughs have delivered improved services despite significant reductions in staff and spending power.
Local government has shown itself to be the most effective part of British public service.

Looking forward, London faces challenges and opportunities that may be greater still.
•
•
•
•
•

We need to build enough homes for Londoners.
We need new approaches to the investment in the infrastructure that a 21st century global city must have if
it is to operate.
We need to ensure that people can move around the city without becoming gridlocked through congestion.
We need to stop the harmful effects of growth on our air, our health and the climate.
We must reverse the recent rise in violence especially its threat to young Londoners.

London also faces new opportunities and challenges from beyond the city borders.
•
•

•

Leaving the EU, London must reshape its approach to international partnerships. This will have huge
implications for the way that London does business and for the skills that Londoners need so that they
can share in the benefits of future growth.
A new government with a clear majority and a big agenda offers a host of opportunities for London.
Elected leaders across London must think through how to work with government to gain the benefits
of national policies on infrastructure investment, devolution, social care, health and policing amongst
others.
Most important of all will be the need to forge an ambitious new template for devolution that resets the
relationship between the centralised heart of government in Westminster and Whitehall and Britain’s
cities and counties. London government is not Whitehall and Londoners’ desire to take back control must
be a part of the new national settlement that will be forged by Britain’s new government.

The next Mayor of London, elected this May 2020, must work with the London boroughs to address each of
these issues. To succeed we will need to agree a step change in the capability of the Mayor and the boroughs
to work together for London. We are fortunate that since the first Mayor was elected in 2000, each successive
incumbent has built on their predecessor’s achievements to strengthen the institutions for partnership work
with London boroughs. In the next four years the greater urgency for investment and devolution make this a
central priority to govern London well.
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Proposals for the Next
Mayoral Term
This document represents London Councils’ proposals for an agenda on which to work with whoever is elected
Mayor of London in May of this year. All of the references we make in this document to the Mayor relate to that
incumbent and the 2020-2024 Mayoral term.
It sets out the principles that, we believe, should guide that partnership and follows up with specific proposals
across a range of policy and service areas.
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Principles for Partnership
Like all Londoners, those leading London boroughs look to the next Mayor to help with specific aspirations
that we list below. Some common principles shape the way in which the Mayor needs to work with London’s
boroughs if they are to succeed.
1. Global voice - local tone. The voice of London is heard around the globe. We look to the Mayor to
speak for London internationally as well as with our own national government. To explain that great
cities attract wealth and also create some of the most intense poverty in our nation. It is essential that
the Mayor’s tone is informed by the diversity of London’s many different communities and is always
inclusive of those differing needs and perspectives.
2. City Wide Convening – Borough delivery. The London Mayor is ideally placed to convene London’s
elected Leaders and to encourage London’s public services to work together to do the best for
Londoners. It is equally important that relevant decisions on delivery are made at borough level or
even closer to individual Londoners. It is only close up that services can be tailored to meet the diverse
needs of people in a global city.
3. Strategic investment – local benefit. New infrastructure for a global city will often take years to roll
out and must be shaped by strategic vision at national level. Yet investment will only be cost effective
and can only win legitimacy and Londoners’ consent when major investments are embedded in local
plans to improve each of the communities affected by pan-London investment. This should guide the
Mayor’s approach to housing delivery, health and care infrastructure, as well as investment in differing
types of transport for differing parts of the capital.
4. Public service reform and devolution. We look for the next Mayoral term to see a joining with London
boroughs in seizing the opportunity to reform and improve our public services through devolution
of powers to London. When making the case for reform and devolution, London must speak with one
voice, reject top down public service models and design public service solutions capable of responding
differently in different parts of London.
5. Governing in partnership. Entering the 2020s with two decades’ experience of joint work, the time
for incremental improvements in the way that democratic leaders work together has passed. During
the next four years London boroughs want to work with the Mayor to learn from the benefits of
the collaborative machinery we have already forged and go on to create a simplified and stronger
democratic decision making based on the ways in which we both contribute to London’s public service
delivery and robust partnership between the Mayor and the boroughs as well as respect for the
diversity across our global city.
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Infrastructure & Funding
Global cities are in constant change. They need to renew their foundations and their infrastructure to
remain healthy and economically successful. They must reduce carbon emissions on the way to becoming a
zero carbon city. London needs investment to revive local high streets, so reducing the demand for longer
journeys. Investment needs to be sensitive to emerging technologies such as the switch from petrol to electric
and other zero carbon vehicles. This is more urgent in London where the population is growing at double
the national rate. The city is forecast to grow by 7,500 people per month throughout the next Mayoral term.
London needs both investment in new facilities and in the modernisation of existing ones.
London Councils will look to the Mayor to champion, plan and ultimately deliver the major infrastructure
upgrades that London needs. It will be important that it is done in a way that is consistent with the principles
for partnership that we describe.
The boroughs are looking to the next Mayor to support:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Investment in orbital routes to connect London boroughs without depending on journeys into the
centre.
Progressing plans for the Bakerloo Line extension to Lewisham.
River crossings in the east of the capital.
Taking forward the business case and the planning for CrossRail II.
Developing the pipeline for upgrades to the tube and rail services.
Ensuring investment in differing modes of transport that best help inclusion and connectivity within
London’s sub regions.
Urgent completion of CrossRail I and its extension to Ebbsfleet helping to ensure viability for major
new home building.
Building on existing collaboration to capture the benefits of data and digital transformation through
initiatives such as the London Office of Technology and Innovation, and support for full-fibre and 5G
connectivity.
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Housing delivery is central to London’s needs.
A successful mayor will of course champion
joint work to deliver more homes and argue
for the resources and reforms needed to make
this possible. There is also an urgent need to
address the huge scale of investment required
to invest to make London’s high rise homes
safe and current and future stock less carbon
intensive.
The Mayor will need to keep making the case
for investment in London and show how this
investment helps every part of the UK. We
propose that the Mayor work with London
Councils to:
•
•
•

Develop and argue for new approaches to funding infrastructure to drive growth;
Make the case for further fiscal reform, in particular pressing for the implementation of the
recommendations of the London Finance Commission.
Build strong partnerships with other Metro Mayors to make the case that investment underpins the
success of our cities and showing how the well-being of Britain’s cities is intertwined with the success
of the nation as a whole.

The Mayor and the boroughs have already agreed systems for pooling business rates during the short-lived
business rates pilot agreed with government.
•

During the next mayoral term London boroughs want to conclude agreements not only on seeking
implementation of the Finance Commission recommendations, but also to reach an accord on how
devolved fiscal powers will be used to:
o Move tax raising powers to the lowest practical level;
o Make joint decisions on the design of devolved tax systems using the principles for fiscal
devolution agreed through the London Finance Commission.
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Public Service Reform,
Improvement & Devolution
The general election produced a government with a stated commitment to devolution. London government
must grab the opportunity to ensure that power is devolved to the city and out of Whitehall. The experience
of the last decade has shown that devolution works best when delivery is at borough level. City convening ,
oversight and engagement with national government will often be done at pan-London level. Yet whenever
practical it is at borough level that devolved delivery should sit.
We want to work with the Mayor to make common cause with all Britain’s great cities in levelling up the scope
of devolution beyond what has been achieved in any one place. We want to work with the next Mayor to
design better public services and make the case for devolution of national, silo based services in ways that are
consistent with our principles for partnership.
Some of the services where more should be devolved include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New powers on the use of housing finance and on land assembly
Regulation of transport on public highways
Skills for young people and adults
Employment services
Business support
Health and care services
Offender management and probation
New powers to improve air quality and carbon emissions
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Homes for Londoners
Housing is a top concern for many Londoners.
London needs 66,000 homes each year to meet the
people’s demand. It is not enough to build more
housing units. New homes must enhance the fabric
of our existing communities and contribute to
our ambition to become net zero carbon by 2050.
Existing homes must offer decent standards for
tenants and leaseholders and be safe.
London boroughs have increased rates of home
building throughout the last decade and are now
amongst the best public sector home builders. The
Mayor supports borough delivery through funding
and strategic planning. Yet we are still not building
as many homes as we need. Indeed as market
conditions worsen, so it is becoming harder to
deliver.
We need homes that will be affordable for
Londoners to buy or rent. We must further increase
council house building by boroughs, supported by the Mayor. New homes must be designed for the diversity
of families and individuals that live in the city. Getting the detail right is essential for effective delivery.
The detail needs borough leadership to succeed. That also means building schools and GP surgeries before
foundations for new homes.
•
•

We want to work with the Mayor to shape government pledges on forward funding social infrastructure
– including schools and GP surgeries - ensuring that it is tailored to local need and that funding
decisions are made at borough level.
We want to work with the Mayor to propose fundamental reform of the Housing Infrastructure Fund so
that London can respond more flexibility to unlocking new development sites on the basis on needs
identified at borough level.

We have learnt what can be achieved when partnership between the Mayor and the boroughs is based on equal
co-design of solutions. Precision manufactured homes are now being commissioned by PLACE a company
launched by the London boroughs, with mayoral funding. Its first task will be to deliver homes for those in
temporary accommodation. The project is a trail blazer for using new technologies. London boroughs’ ambition is
to increase manufactured housing delivery for all tenures and so improve both quality and speed of completion.
•

London boroughs want to work with the Mayor to develop other pan-London delivery support that
permits more borough led home building.
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The Mayor has the central role in speaking for London on this agenda and fostering new ways of working
together. The Mayor should:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Speak for London in calling for more flexible use of housing funds to accelerate home building
including the removal of restrictions on using right to buy receipts for housing development.
Champion increased support for council house building; ensuring that Londoners can afford to live in
the homes we build.
Join boroughs in calling for full funding of safety works on all properties, whether public or privately
owned, high rise, supported accommodation, or low rise, that are at risk in the light of lessons from
the Grenfell Tower disaster.
Argue for new powers to help assemble land for building and work with the boroughs to develop a
locally led model for land assembly.
Collaborate with London boroughs in creating an offer to seize the opportunities for individual
boroughs to work with towns and cities near to London on new home development.
Support initiatives to address the anti-social impacts of short term letting backed by new legislation.
Support borough led enforcement against rogue landlords for poor standards in private rental
accommodation and help argue for new legal enforcement powers.
Work with London boroughs to co-design a new joint delivery mechanism that aligns our work towards
these common objectives; ensuring we each play to our strengths.
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Environment & the
Climate Emergency
As London grows so the does the importance of
improving air quality and ensuring that growth
is based on creating a zero carbon future.
Climate change already threatens 25 per cent
of London properties that lack flood insurance.
Over 600 schools are at risk of a one in 30 year
flooding event. By the 2030s, 60 per cent of
flats are forecast to experience overheating.
London government needs to build
infrastructure that moves towards carbon
neutral and reverses the risks and harmful
effects of the carbon economy. The Mayor has
already brought in a zero carbon emissions
standard for new building and the ultra-low
emission zone.
London boroughs are adopting zero carbon targets and are collaborating to reach those targets. The boroughs
have agreed six common goals for the decade ahead. We will want the Mayor’s support to deliver them in
partnership.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Retrofitting London property to reduce emissions will be a huge task and it will be important that this
aligns with the task of ensuring that buildings are safe for residents. We will want to work with the
Mayor on this agenda.
Using the planning system to ensure that development is always low - or no - carbon.
Halving the use of petrol and diesel transport by 2030.
Increasing reliance on renewable energy and leading by example through public sector procurement.
Supporting the development of the green economy in London creating new jobs and businesses to
accelerate the availability of zero carbon technologies.
Reducing London’s consumption emissions.
Setting up a Climate Emergency Board bringing together London’s elected leadership to engage with
Londoners on how to create a zero carbon city.
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Transport
London’s public transport services and its road network are critical to the successful running of a global city.
London’s population is now 9.2 million people. At the end of the next Mayoral term this will exceed 9.5 million
people. A further 2 million people enter London to work every day.
Public transport is essential to the arteries of the city; no global city can operate without constant
improvement. Since 1991 bus journeys are up 50 per cent while in all other metropolitan areas they have
fallen 43 per cent. The difference reflects the devolved power to franchise and the success that Transport for
London has made of it. The transformation of rail services on the Overground network also shows the quality
improvements that result from effective service commissioning.
London boroughs look to work with the Mayor to push forward the major transport projects that the capital
needs. Sub regional investment is also needed. In too many parts of London rail stations are not wheelchair
accessible and lack the capacity to handle demand. London boroughs want to work with the next mayor on subregional investment to solve the problem. Whether it is river crossings, extensions to rail platforms or major road
improvements, the Mayor and London boroughs need more devolved powers to fund essential upgrades.
•
•

With the boroughs the next Mayor should argue for the devolution of all London payments in vehicle
excise duty to London for investment in transport.
Being able to utilise the value created for new home building that accompanies new rail stations; for
instance the potential to extend the Bakerloo Line to Lewisham.

Investment is however no longer enough. Outer London in particular needs new public transport provision to
meet changing demands and strengthen town centres.
•

The Mayor should support a joint borough/TfL review of the outer London bus network; extending
the review of inner London and so enabling a fundamental shift in the provision of orbital public
transport links including buses and trams, reducing town centres’ reliance on central London retail
and Londoners’ need to rely purely on the car.

New forms of transport are emerging. Just as cycle journeys are rising, so now dockless bike services and
other small motorised bikes and scooters have appeared on London roads. New devolved powers are needed to
maintain safety and avoid congestion as technology changes the travel choices that people can make. Much of
the regulation will have to be led and enforced at borough level.
•

The Mayor should support London boroughs in arguing for further devolution of transport regulatory
powers to boroughs including, simplified road space re-designation, powers to manage emerging modes
of transport and the return of powers to use CCTV to enforce parking contraventions.
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As the move from fuel to electric gathers pace, so London boroughs are leading the charge to install the
infrastructure for electric vehicles. London Councils’ Pledges to Londoners has already promised to install
2,500 charge points by 2022. As ULEZ is extended it is important to seize the opportunity of real benefits for
Londoners that could be gained through closer alignment of the Mayor’s strategic interventions and the work
of London boroughs to move away from combustion based transport.
Safe and well maintained roads will none the less remain an essential part of London’s transport system.
•
•

The next Mayor should increase and then guarantee that funding for local road schemes through the
LIP process will be maintained in real terms.
The next Mayor should support London Councils discussions with government to ensure further
devolution of speed enforcement powers to London boroughs.

The immediate agenda for change points to new ways of working between the TfL, the Mayor and London’s
boroughs.
•

This needs to be reflected through borough representation on the TfL Board and reinforced through
the development of new forums to support the partnership working that will be needed.
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Crime & Safety
The 2021 Police and Crime Plan should set a clear and focussed strategic direction for public safety partners,
providing a framework that will harness energy across agencies to bear down on priority crime and make our
communities safer.
•

The next Mayor should commit to working with the Metropolitan Police and boroughs to develop a
concise Police and Crime Plan that focuses action on the issues that matter most to our communities.

The current Mayor has launched the Violence Reduction Unit to target the rise in knife crime. Essential to
public trust and to the wider causes of combatting crime is the partnership work between the police, councils,
schools the health service and others to head off crime and the fear of crime.
•

The next Mayor should commit to embed this approach, underpinned by sustained funding of local
violence reduction initiatives .

The first challenge for the next Mayor is simple but difficult; to get more police on London’s streets. We will
join with the Mayor in seeking to ensure that London gets its fair share of the investment promised by the
Government for new officers. We should seek to maximise the visible presence of those police in our local
communities and make best use of the police and local government estates to optimise deployment of officers.
•
•

The next Mayor should commit to accelerating the deployment of additional neighbourhood police
officers to the front line, in boroughs.
As part of the review of the local police estate - to accommodate increased police numbers - the
Mayor should work with boroughs to include consideration of local authority facilities alongside MPS
buildings.
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In the longer term cutting knife crime relies on acting
early to prevent or reduce its incidence. Many young
people involved with serious violence have histories
in families with domestic abuse, substance misuse,
or mental ill-health. Acting early in partnership
with social workers, teachers and others is the most
effective way of addressing the causes of crime.
•

The next Mayor should commit to supporting a
local partnership approach to early intervention
that bears down on serous youth violence.

Organised crime and drug dealing has unleashed new
forms of child abuse and exploitation through County
Lines. This criminality must continue to be confronted
through strategic interventions led by the police,
working with county forces and Children’s Services
Departments both in London and across the country.
•

The Mayor should supplement this through
further support for borough-led collaboration to protect young people from County Lines exploitation,
building on the early success of the Rescue and Response project.

Tackling violence against Women and Girls and providing support to survivors of domestic abuse should
continue to be priorities for the Mayor. A more strategic and collaborative approach is needed to support the
needs of women seeking refuge from domestic abuse.
•

The next Mayor should commit to working with London Councils and boroughs to co-design a
collaborative approach to commissioning women’s refuges.

Reducing re-offending is a critical part of crime prevention.
•

The Mayor and boroughs should continue to work together to press for devolution of offender
management and to maximise opportunities for local integration and innovation in reducing reoffending.
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Skills & the Economy
London’s economy drives UK growth and its taxes fund national investment. The London economy is now over
£500 billion; on a par with Sweden. In 2018 taxes on London businesses and Londoners raised £162 billion for
the nation. London is a net exporter of government funding reaching a net tax contribution to the UK of over
£38 billion in 2019.
Since the financial crash London businesses have pushed down unemployment from 10.4 per cent in 2011 to
4.5 per cent in 2019; yet it remains stubbornly higher than the rest of the UK where the average is now 3.8
per cent. Despite high employment levels, over half a million Londoners want to work but currently do not
have a job.
London’s job market is different to the rest of the UK. 58 per cent of jobs are high skilled compared to 43 per
cent in the UK. London also has a larger share of small firms within its 1.1 million businesses.
Devolution from national government is needed so that London can design solutions to its particular
business and job needs as these evolve following our departure from the EU. London wants to work with
every other part of Britain to get national legislation that devolves power to all cities so that each can play
to its unique strengths.
•

London Councils look to the next Mayor to co-design new service solutions and speak for London in
negotiating with national government to agree new devolved powers for skills and business support.

London Councils is already reaching out to business and has committed to a range of improvements in how we
support London’s wealth creators through our Pledges to Business.
•

•
•
•
•
•

London needs to build on the adult skills devolution achieved by the last Mayor - now the Prime
Minister - and extend skills devolution to all vocational training from age 16 upwards. A successful
reformed system should be designed to respond to the diversity of demand at borough and subregional levels.
Careers service funding should be devolved to London, delivered through London boroughs so
connecting to schools through existing relationships, while connected and co-ordinated across the
city through a pan-London brand.
The apprenticeship levy should be reformed. The new system should be delivered through boroughs
and sub-regional partnerships. The London funding model should be simplified and unspent sums
should be retained in London to reinvest.
All business support service funding should be devolved to London and managed through a new
approach bringing together borough initiatives with the GLA London Growth Hub.
The success of devolved employment programmes should be extended and the default assumption
should be that all Jobcentre Plus operations should co-locate and integrate with London borough
employment and related advisory services.
A new simplified UK Prosperity Fund should be devolved allowing London’s elected leaders to devise
and jointly manage a system that targets London’s needs and is accessible to London’s businesses and
London workers.
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In all these areas London Councils are looking to the next Mayor to speak for London, arguing the case for
devolution and reform; and also working with the London boroughs to develop new ways of delivering better
services for Londoners by building on our existing partnership approach.
London businesses have created 1.4 million jobs since 2005. The quality and number of jobs matters; so does
the location. As elsewhere across Britain, London’s high streets and town centres have been under attack from
deep seated changes in the way that the economy works.
•

London boroughs look to the Mayor to work with us bringing together London’s existing resources to
focus projects developing sustainable futures for our high streets in the 21st century.
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Health & Care
London boroughs have worked over many years to strengthen our partnership with the NHS. The NHS is
changing to address the growing need for long term and chronic care. The place where the care worker
meets the NHS nurse is critical to the quality of personal care. In London the NHS plan five Integrated Care
Systems (ICS) intended to improve collaboration, enhance long term care and intervene earlier to keep
people healthier. Their success depends on closer working through the systems and infrastructure that
local government can offer. Public support for the pace of change that will be needed requires much deeper
connection with London’s elected leadership
•

London boroughs look to the Mayor to champion reforms that will more deeply embed borough
collaboration and political leadership in the new ICS approach.

Closer partnership creates the opportunity to transform GP surgeries and access to health services. Working
in partnership through the London Estates Board we want to see a transformation in the quality of London’s
primary care estate. London’s health care buildings should support better and more accessible health care.
•

The next Mayor should argue for full devolution of decision making on investment in health facilities to
London government through the London estates board, in line with the proposals already agreed with
government.

London’s public services signed a memorandum of understanding with the government to have more decisions
about London made by London. It was signed by the then Mayor, now Prime Minister. His new government now
offers further help through reforms to health legislation.
•

The next Mayor should work with boroughs to negotiate greater freedoms for all London health
partners – including the NHS, London boroughs and the GLA - to shape health improvements in
London delivery.
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Governing London
London has grown for two decades. As the mayoralty enters its third decade London faces critical threats. The
opportunities may be large, but so are the risks. The step change in both investment and devolution described in
this document reflects the scale of ambition on which London’s 32 boroughs and the City of London are agreed.
We can only achieve this in partnership with the Mayor of London. We want the next Mayor to share the size of
our ambition.
To succeed at this level London needs government that relies on strong partnerships between the Mayor and the
boroughs. We have learnt from our work on devolved services including skills, health and employment that that
groupings of councils at the sub-regional level are an essential part of successful public service delivery. Over
the last decade the boroughs and London mayors have worked together to develop new forms of joint decision
making and collaborative delivery. The visible architecture of these improvements can be seen in various boards
and forums. Some have statutory backing others are voluntary associations helping to co-ordinate delivery for
Londoners. They include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Homes for Londoners Board
London Health Board
London Economic Action Partnership
London Crime Reduction Board
Skills for Londoners Board
London Waste and Recycling Board
London Congress

In recent years new approaches to collaboration have emerged between the Metro mayors in England’s other
great cities and local authorities. We should see what can be learned and adapted from that experience
and identify how best to use the different tiers of government to both project arguments and issues on the
national and the international stage. The boroughs have deep knowledge of what actually works on the ground
and what will win the consent and support of Londoners.
The 2020 mayoral election is the moment to think through how partnership working between the Mayor and
the boroughs can be further improved to meet the needs described in this report. We look to the next Mayor of
London to work with us to deliver new ways of working that will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase housing delivery while enhancing our existing communities;
Improve transport safety, capacity and reliability, while reducing pollution and carbon emissions;
Cut crime and the fear of crime;
Increase inclusive growth;
Deliver a step change in the quality of care for Londoners;
Fund the investment that London needs in a way that supports the rest of the UK.

In an uncertain world there are huge opportunities to be seized. Investment and devolution are at the heart
of the opportunity. Partnership between the Mayor and the boroughs is the means to deliver success for all
Londoners. Nothing less is good enough to meet Londoners reasonable expectations.
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